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Abstract: - Faceted search is a technique for accessing informat ion. Mining   facets classification system allows 

users to collect information by multip le filters. Finding query facets is an important issue due to this only text  

based query processing is used. If image is used as a query this makes complicated one and better result cannot 

be found like text based query. To address this problem sequence to sequence edge cutting is proposed .Through 

this two type of query process is done. One is text based and another one image based. According to the 

sequence to sequence edge cutting it utilizes the edge information from the input image to address image 

denoising   problem. This reproduce the new image for query process further query facet is done so good result 

is obtained.   

Index Terms - Mining facets, Sequence to Sequence Edge cutting, Query facets. 

 

I. Introduction 

 

The QD Miner, are used to combine the lists that are related to a query contains free text, HTML tags, and 

regions within top search results. [1] The problem of finding list duplication, repeated lists are used to find 

better query facets can be mined fine-grained similarit ies of lists and penalizing the duplicated, repeated lists. 

[3]When we search the query the related informat ion’s are extracted in each documents and ranked through top 

search results instead of using query we use image automatically ranked top search results are showed.[1][3] 

Facet and item ranking is replaced by indexed meta data which saves time. Image based query search to improve 

flexib ility of users.[4] The sequence to sequence similarity are used to remove the denoising  images  and  get  

smoothing of images to produce the new image of top search results. 

 

II. Design Goals of Sequence to Sequence 

 

Generally query facets are used for relevant search to bring out the relevant content so item ranking method  is 

used. [1]Text  based method cannot be applied while searching the image based query. So to overcome this 

problem sequence to sequence edge cutting is proposed and it also removes the noise content in the images. 

[1][3] In text based query there are four types of query search 1)List and context extraction 2)List weighting 

3)List clustering 4)Item ranking It decreases the efficiency of text output and it cannot be applied to the images. 

The drawbacks are It does not support image based queries. Category classification technique uses facet and 

item ranking which decreases efficiency of output overcome this problem sequence to sequence similarity is 

proposed it focuses on edge information. [4]It removes the noise from images by sequence to sequence image 

denoising algorithm. It is work done to remove Gaussian noise its saves time and its saves time and improves 

the flexibility of users. 

III. Architecture Diagram  

 

 

                     
                                

                                                            Figure 1. Text and Image process 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faceted_classification
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Based on the query given it might be text or image.[3] if it  is text it will process by text query facets includes the 

following process such as list and context extraction, weighting, clustering and item ranking and store in the 

database and content will be retrieved when needed. In case of image as an input it will perform sequence to 

sequence edge cutting and store in the database and whenever we search the related images it d isplay the content 

with its ranking. 

 

IV. List and Context Extraction 

 

Extract data from training data set. [6] This contains relevant information about a query.the user sends a query 

as a text format and resulting process is done with stored data and further it returns similar data. When image is 

uploaded the related informat ion with description is showed. [7] The extracted list are used by html tags using 

choose file to select images. The contents are ext racted in each document list. 

 

V. List Weighting  

 

Extracted lists are weighted. [5]Unimportant data are given in low weights and important data are given in high 

weights. Errors in the data are removed in order to improve the process speed.  Navigational links are designed 

to help the users navigate between WebPages. [11] The WebPages are used to finding different facets search. 

Many websites are available in many documents and list contains in the item are informative in each query.  To 

aggregate the list in a query to evaluate the importance of each unique. 

 

 

VI. List Clustering 

 

The weighted data’s are grouped together to form a cluster. [12]The data’s are split into dynamically and in 

category wise. The indiv idual list includes noise because in list wise contains the product name, descriptions and 

also duplicate information’s are present. [2]They are not exactly same, but also share the overlapped items. To 

overcome this issue lists are grouped together.   

 

VII. Item Ranking 

 

The clustered are ranked based on the highest priority. [10] A ranking is a set of categories designed to 

informat ion about a quantitative or a qualitative attribute. The data are ranked before it shows as output .The 

ranking occurs based on the details availab le in the database.  

 

IX. Image Processing 

 

Image processing is a powerful tool for robotic vision, facial recognition, security surveillance, art ificial 

intelligence, and medical imaging. The performance of image processing systems depends on the quality of the 

acquired image. [2]The step for an image processing system is to execute a noise removal to produce an image 

of higher quality. Denoising is the process of recreating the original image.  The goal of the image de-noising 

algorithm is to recover the true image. [4][1]The issue for image de-noising is that it is difficu lt to sufficiently  

smooth a noisy image to well remove the noise, while simu ltaneously preserve the important structural details 

within the image such as edges, texture or other details this problem becomes when an application needs to 

contract with multi-camera networks.State of the art is  a [4] another method of image denoising  method of  

non-local means (NLM) de-noising algorithm which assert that the denoising of an image pixel is in theory a 

weighted sum of all p ixels in the image, with weights relative to the similarity  values of a  local reg ion pixels to 

the center pixel. In NLM, the weights of the central pixel are set to the most weight of the surrounding pixels in 

the filter window in its place of a value of one as in the original.Image processing is the process of searching 

and discovering valuable information and knowledge in large values of data. Image processing is used to extract 

from databases and collections of images and the other is to mine a combination of data and collections of 

images. In pattern recognition and in image dimensionality reduction. When the inpu t data will be transformed  

into a reduced representation set of features. The image retrieval is used to retrieve the image with larger data 

sets. 

 

X.  Sequence to Sequence Based Filter 

 

In proposed system it focuses on edge information’s and also removes noise from images.[4] The enhancement 

is the filtering based sequence to sequence. A sequence to sequence-based denoising filter is used to 

demonstrate the use of sequence-to-sequence similarity for image denoising. The SSS-based filter is a weighted 

window filter with two parameters to set the window size (N) and length of the correlated sequence (K), 

respectively.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantitative_property
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qualitative_data
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 Where, Ci, j – Value of 2 Neighbouring Correlated sequence. 
 = −𝑁𝑁
𝐾1  - Difference between overall values of two different correlated sequence .  

Ai+k1, j+k2 –Image Pixel of Noisy Image. 

WI+k1, j+k2-Corresponding Weight. 

  

X1. Sequence to Sequence Image Denoising Algorithm 

 

The filtering procedure consists of two parts they are as follows one is sequence to sequence filtering and 

smoothing procedure. 

 
         

                                       Figure 2. : Noisy image to Denoisy image  

 

Sequence to Sequence Filtering  

 

This [4] algorithm has three parameters are N, M, K. larger value of N better the performance. (If the window 

size is larger the more weights are present to calculate)  K is the length of the correlated sequence. M is the 

window size o f smoothing process. 

 

Smoothing process 

 

M is the window size processed by the smoothing process.[6] A larger value of M means that more of 

smoothing, the sequence to sequence based filter is used main ly for preserving the edge information and the 

smoothing procedure is employed to re move the noise in flat areas. 

 

 

XII. Sequence to Sequence Similarity 

 

This similarity can be divided into two types 1) PIXEL TO PIXEL SIMILARITY 2) BLOCK TO BLOCK 

SIMILARITY 

 

Pixel to Pixel Similarity 

  

it is the position of the surrounding pixel to the central pixel.[4] The nearest surrounding pixel values with 

different weights is used to reconstruct the central pixel.  

 

Block to Block Similarity 

  

The entire image is scanned and finds all the blocks which show high similarity to the current processing block. 

Then using their similarity values as weights this informat ion is used to perform the denoising task. This can 

achieve the excellent performance.  

 

XIII. Add Image 

 

After the production of new image we have to move into metrics dataset which consist details of products or 

anything and its body metrics.[2] In this module we need to retrieve the metrics of image further send and 

compare with metrics dataset. By using this module finally we can get what object in the image and its name. 

Afterwards we apply for categorized search.  

 list and context ext raction 

 weighting 

 clustering 

 item ranking  
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Select One Image 

 

                  
 

                             Figure 3. Select One Watch Image 

 

 

 

 

 

Upload the Image 

 

                           
 

                                            Figure 4. Image Selection  

 

 

                  
                                          

                                                            Figure 5. Description of Watch with Ranking 
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XIV. Conclusion And Future Work 

 

A systematic solution, which we refer to as QD Miner, to automat ically mine query facets by aggregate frequent 

lists from free text, HTML tags, and repeat regions within top search results. Description of query facets may  

helpful in users to better understand the facets search. The sequence to sequence image denoising algorithm is a 

combination of image filter and a smoothing process. It focuses on edge information’s. To achieve a better 

performance on noisy images the future work will be to  remove images in flat areas by better performance of 

filtering. Instead of using images the audio and videos are used to bring the same results of query facets . 
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